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younger guy Hogan's trip starts off within the excellent streets of The Book of Flights a
anonymous necropolis, and leads throughout fleeting landscapes - deserts, seas, mountains,
islands, towns and nice plains - to numerous entertainments and adventures in 4 continents. it
really is an exploration and a celebration, glittering and exuberant, of the writer's artwork and of
lifestyles itself.
this is often simply the latest le clezio read, although it dates from 1969, yet is in step with so
much of his different writing prior to he made anything of a The Book of Flights flip to accessible,
solid, characters to inhabit and event his fantastically defined worlds. just about all description,
this booklet info human existence in lots of worlds all through time and position in glossy life,
typically as existential crises of escape, of 'flight' in that sense... close to the start there's a
passage the place the narrative voice talks approximately how the room is prison, then the
building, the city, is someplace he needs to escape, how regular human lifestyles is a prison.
love that passage...and oscillates wildly from sensuous, immediate, enticing after which
pretentious and frustrating... it really is extra the previous The Book of Flights than latter. again,
as with so much all le clezio, the writing is in translation- and possibly in French too- lyrical,
affecting, amazingly effortless to learn even in longer passages. also, there are not any
obtrusive plots, not anything greater than personality who's centre for senses, not anything like
a narrative arc...but yes, excessive issues cancel boredom and frustration. excessive issues are
greater than such a lot authors read.note of surprise: have learn just about all my le clezio this
previous year. needs to like him?http://www.michaelkamakana.com/uncate...
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